
Please sign and date this form below and mail it back to PCMS using the enclosed envelope. 
OR you may sign and date this form, scan it and email it to boxoffice@pcmsconcerts.org 

 
PHILADELPHIA CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY 

 
Agreement to Release and Waive Liability  

To be admitted to the concert(s) you need to sign and answer the questions below. 
 

1. I understand that the World Health Organization has classified the COVID-19 outbreak as a pandemic. I further 
understand that COVID-19 is a highly contagious and dangerous disease, and that infected persons may be 
asymptomatic. 
 

While the Philadelphia Chamber Music Society, The College of Physicians of Philadelphia (COP), and American 
Philosophical Society (APS) have taken reasonable steps to lessen the risk of transmission of COVID-19 in 
connection with this performance, I am fully aware that participation in this concert carries with it certain 
inherent risks related to COVID-19 that cannot be eliminated regardless of the care taken to avoid such risks. 
 

These risks may include, but are not limited to, (1) the risk of coming into close contact with individuals or objects 
that may be carrying COVID-19; (2) the risk of transmitting or contracting COVID-19, directly or indirectly, to or 
from other individuals; and (3) injuries and complications ranging in severity from minor to catastrophic, including 
death, resulting directly or indirectly from COVID-19 or the treatment thereof. Further, I understand that the risks 
of COVID-19 are not fully understood, and that COVID-19 may result in risks including but not limited to loss, 
personal injury, illness, and death, the exact nature of which are not currently ascertainable. 
 

 Accept 
 Decline 

 
2. I acknowledge that by attending the event I may be exposing myself or increasing my risk of contracting COVID-

19. I voluntarily accept and assume the risks of exposure to and contraction of COVID-19. 
 

 Accept 
 Decline 

 
3. I hereby release, waive, discharge and covenant not to sue the Philadelphia Chamber Music Society, COP, and 

APS, and all of its directors, officers, agents, performers, and employees (hereinafter referred to as "Releasees"), 
from and for all liability to the undersigned, his/her personal representatives, assigns, heirs and next of kin for any 
and all loss or damage on account of actual or alleged exposure to or contraction of viruses or infectious 
syndromes or diseases, including but not limited to COVID-19 and related illnesses, as well as property damage 
and all other types of damage, arising out of or related to use of the performance, WHETHER CAUSED BY THE 
NEGLIGENCE OF THE RELEASEES OR OTHERWISE. 
 

 Accept 
 Decline 

 
I have read this release and waiver of liability, assumption of risk, and fully understand its terms, understand that I 
give up substantial rights by signing it, and have signed it freely and voluntarily without any inducement, assurance 
or guarantee being made to me and intend my signature to be a complete and unconditional release of all liability 
to the greatest extent allowed by law.   

 
Name Printed:  _____________________________________________________________________________  
   

Signature:  ________________________________________________________________________________  
 

Date:  ____________________________________________________________________________________   
 

Dates Attending/Venues:  ____________________________________________________________________  
 
Please Note: The musicians performing with PCMS in the fall of 2020 have been given the option to wear masks or 
perform mask-free (this will only be permissible on the stage). In addition there will be a gap of 30 feet between the 
stage and audience. By signing the above waiver of liability you confirm you are aware and accepting of this plan. 


